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A  W O R D  F R O M  O U R  F O U N D E R S

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT

Dear Kingdom Partners and Donors,

YOU are evidence of the goodness of God to our hearts! When we said 
yes over 10 years ago to this mission of awakening, equipping, and 
connecting reformers to their kingdom purpose in the seven mountains of 
society, we never knew God would send so many like you to walk with us. 
We are encouraged every day by your faithful support—not only in the 
form of finances, but also encouraging feedback in letters, online 
comments, and the love and prayer coverage we feel from you.

Again, we want to remind you of our commitment to excellence in our 
kingdom endeavors, stewardship in kingdom finances Restore7 is 
entrusted with, and authenticity in all we communicate. Thank you for the 
ways you support us and our team, as well as our expressed vision of 
Restore7 as a global media enterprise, echoing a new narrative in the 
earth. We are so pleased with the advances we’ve been able to make as 
we continue to explore and launch projects that have true kingdom impact.

We pray that the ways you have blessed Restore7, us personally, our staff, 
and our family will be multiplied in every way back to you! We are so very 
grateful for each of you. May our service in Papa’s kingdom always honor 
the sacrifices you have made in your financial support.

Johnny & Elizabeth Enlow 

Founders of Restore7

http://www.restore7.org
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WHAT IS RISE? WHAT DO WE DO?WHO WE ARE

A  G L O B A L  M E D I A  E N T E R P R I S E
E C H O I N G  A  N E W  N A R R A T I V E

I N  T H E  E A R T H

RESTORE SEVEN

Restore7 was founded by Johnny & 

Elizabeth Enlow.  Johnny and Elizabeth  

are international speakers, authors, 

and mentors to many. They are 

passionate about awakening our 

generation to the reality of the God of 

all of life, Who not only cares for our 

souls, but also has practical solutions 

to offer through His sons and 

daughters for every problem that exists 

in society. 

As co-founders of Restore7, a faith 

based non-profit, they love the 

opportunity to work as a team, 

provoking hearts and minds to consider 

what God as love looks like coming 

through every person in their unique 

places of passion and influence—the 

Seven Mountains of culture.

Restore7 exists to awaken, equip, and 

connect societal reformers to display 

God's love and solutions in every 

nation, in all areas of culture through 

Media, Arts and Entertainment, 

Government , Fami ly, Re l ig ion , 

Economy, and Education.

RISE (Reformers Influencing Society 

Everyday) is the global community of 

reformers that we serve—ones who 

love Jesus and have a united purpose 

to see heaven come to earth in the 

Seven Mountains.

Our goal, through our RISE resources 

and RISE app, is to provide strategy, 

encouragement , and pract ica l 

examples of what it looks like to 

become salt and light in the earth in 

all areas of society rather than strictly 

within the walls of the church.

Restore7 is a global media enterprise   

focused on bringing a Kingdom 

message of hope and encouragement 

to the body of Christ. We do this by 

creating a variety of resources: video 

content, courses, books, podcasts, 

live events, mobile and TV apps. 

Media holds the potential to breathe 

death or life into culture because it's 

how all stories and narratives are 

ultimately communicated—including 

God's. At the core of media is 

communication, and communicating 

the Good News is key to unlocking 

the heart of culture and establishing 

the Kingdom of God on earth. God 

has invited us to partner with Him in 

creating an antidote for the poison of 

cons tan t nega t i ve nar ra t i ves . 

Restore7 is committed to telling His 

story—echoing a new narrative in the 

earth.



Johnny & Elizabeth Enlow
Founders

Chris & Justice Kuehl
COO / Design 
Consultant

Clay & Grace Enlow
RISE Director /
Executive Assistant 

RESTORE7
SENIOR TEAM 
(9 Full Time & 10+ Contractors)

www.restore7.org

German Chica 

Christian Center for Public Life
Executive Director

Carlos Paredes

RISE Latin America 
Director

Isabella Ramirez
RISE Hispanic Director

http://www.restore7.org


Video 
Content + 
Resources

www.watch.restore7.tv

ONLINE CONTENT 
FILMED + PRODUCED  BY RESTORE7

Kingdom content that echos a new 
narrative on the Seven Mountains—
with more than 12 Million Views. 

https://watch.restore7.tv/content/sc_50208_16511
https://watch.restore7.tv/content/sc_50206_16578
https://watch.restore7.tv/content/sc_50200_17072
https://watch.restore7.tv/content/sc_50208_16591
http://www.watch.restore7.tv
https://watch.restore7.tv/content/sc_50203_16475
https://watch.restore7.tv/content/sc_50200_17035


www.restore7.tv

This year we launched a free online media streaming platform—available now 
on all mobile devices and smart TV’s.  Restore7 TV includes all of Johnny 
and Elizabeth’s content, as well as Kingdom-reformation focused 
entertainment, courses, RISE Talks, docuseries, and more from a variety of 
other content creators. R7TV offers a fresh perspective of each area of 
culture, showcasing pioneers and experts who have  a hopeful perspective of 
God and the future He has planned for society.

https://watch.restore7.tv/
https://watch.restore7.tv/


In The Multiplication Factor, author Mark Walker calls on years of experience as 
well as countless testimonies to reveal how God’s truths can not only transform 
lives, but bring the multiplication of blessings. As each chapter unfolds, Walker 
reveals more of God’s faithful partnership with us and how we can activate His 
promises in our lives to reach our greatest potential. When we allow ourselves to 
be tools in His hands, miracles can happen.  

Thought provoking, and utterly unique, The Multiplication Factor will encourage 
and remind us that when we connect to the power of God, the possibilities are 
endless.

                  grew up in Spokane, Washington and earned his degree at the 
University of Washington. He is a devoted husband to Pam, father 

of 2 daughters, and grandfather of 5 wonderful grandchildren. 
Mark is also a businessman who opened his fi rst furniture store, 
Walker’s Furniture, in 1980 with the purpose of making enough 
money to impact society and help advance the kingdom of 
God. By partnering with God, his business grew from a 2,000 
square foot, single location to 13 furniture stores with over 200 

employees and retail sales of $60 million a year. Mark and Pam’s 
passion is to encourage and support churches and ministries that 

are making a diff erence, impacting cities and nations at home 
and abroad. He has spoken nationally and internationally 

at several conferences.
Learn more at
restore7.org
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“Mark Walker’s book proclaims the mission of every believer to walk in the grace and 
power of God in any and every vocation. Business has never been an exception!”

-Heidi G. Baker, Ph.D.
Co-founder and Executive Chairman of the Board, Iris Global

“In the Multiplication Factor, Mark Walker clearly presents the two diff erent systems 
that operate on the earth today. The Kingdom of God is His way of doing and 
being right that we, as Christians, should strive for. Success is not asset-based or 
time driven, but rather purpose-based and eternity driven. This amazing journey is 
recorded in detail for our benefi t. Don’t miss the journey.”

-Charlie E. Lewis
Kingdom School & Ministry

MARK WALKER

9 781957 616452

51799>
ISBN 978-1-957616-45-2

$17.99

The Multiplication 
Factor
In The Multiplication Factor, 

author Mark Walker (with 

foreword and conclusion by 

Johnny Enlow) calls on years 

of experience as well as 

countless testimonies to 

reveal how God’s truths can 

not only transform lives, but 

bring the multiplication of 

blessings for those called to 

finance the Kingdom of God. 

From Feminist To 
Feminine
Justice Enlow Kuehl guides 

women to find fulfillment, 

peace, and a strong sense of 

identity in a world where they 

are constantly fed conflicting 

ideas about what it means to 

be a woman.

Declarations in the 
Desert
Declarations in the Desert is a 

must-have book by Tara 

Moseley, written for anyone—

whether you are in season 

contending for breakthrough 

or you are in a season of 

victory. This book will lead you 

through 90 decrees across 

four distinct seasons.

RESTORE7
PUBLISHING

https: / / restore7.org/shop 

WE BROUGHT 3 BOOKS TO 
MARKET IN 2023

https://restore7.org/sho/the-multiplication-factor
https://www.amazon.com/Declarations-Desert-Life-giving-decrees-valleys/dp/B0BRDKZ7R7
https://restore7.org/sho


BIG GOD

www.restore7.tv

After years of working on this project, we are excited to bring this 
three part docuseries, BIG GOD, to the public in 2024 through 
R7TV.  You’ll be motivated, challenged, and provoked to fulfill 
your purpose, no matter what you’ve been through, as you watch 
Johnny and Elizabeth’s stories of life trauma, religious abuse, 
and a faith to change nations. Growing up in the jungle of Peru, 
Johnny shares how His perspective of God changed by seeing 
how God fulfilled  the prophetic words he spoke over the nation 
he loved.

http://www.restore7.tv


RISE Global 
Community App

WE’VE BUILT THE RISE APP 
FOR OUR GLOBAL COMMUNITY 
OF REFORMERS.  

Unlike social media, the RISE App is 
exclusively for those who love 
Jesus and are ready to bring His 
love and solutions to the Seven 
Mountains or areas of culture they 
are passionate about. Within this 
uncensored, reformation-focused 
app, reformers like you can take a 
Mountain Finder Quiz, create a 
personal profile, and utilize our 
search engine to discover other 
reformers and groups/hubs that 
meet online for the purpose of 
Kingdom connections and 
advancing in their God-given 
assignments.

www.r ise7.org

http://www.rise7.org
https://www.rise7.org/


www.ravenpresentat ion.com

TRAVEL TO 
ISRAEL

The David 
Tour 

WE HOSTED 170 PEOPLE ON A 
TOUR OF ISRAEL THIS YEAR.  

We had the privilege once again of 
leading a trip to Israel.  We baptized  over 
100 people in the Jordan River, worshiped 
on the Sea of Galilee, listened to Johnny 
give a powerful message about David as 
we stood on the field where he killed 
Goliath, and walked in the footsteps of 
Jesus. It was life changing for all!  

http://www.ravenpresentation.com


TRAVEL TO 
LATIN AMERICA

Peru, Colombia, 
Brazil 

www.restore7.org

THIS YEAR JOHNNY SPOKE AT 
CONFERENCES AND EVANGELISTIC 
CRUSADES, TEACHING THE SEVEN 
MOUNTAIN MANDATE AND IGNITING 
BOTH OLD AND NEW BELIEVERS TO 
THEIR KINGDOM PURPOSE.

http://www.restore7.org


Strengthening relationships with foreign 

ambassadors and the most relevant 

Christian organizations in D.C.

2023 Leadership Program had 

three main components: Online 

Sessions, DC Experience and 

Mentoring Process.  June to 

September, 9 mentors and 18 

speakers in 28 sessions

(2 hours each) train participants 

in nine different areas.

1. Leadership Program

US PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
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CHRISTIAN 
CENTER FOR 
PUBLIC LIFE

https:/ /www.ccpldc.org/

Training presidential and legislative 

candidates

In November 2022, +60 Christian 

parliamentarians from Latin 

America and other countries 

(including South Africa, Kenya, 

Macedonia and Spain) gathered 

in D.C. for three days to discuss 

various issue.

2

POLITICAL TRAINING FOR 
POLITICAL PARTIES

2
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CCPL, led by Director German Chica under the 
direction of Johnny and Elizabeth, is a leadership 
training program for Hispanic young adults who have 
a call to government in their nations. What makes our 
program unique is the connection with our Seven 
Mountain focus alongside training in how to lead with 
excellence, integrity, an conservative Biblical values. 
To date we have graduated 210 extremely sharp and 
successful young adults, many of whom were able to 
travel to Washington DC for an in-person aspect of the 
training and graduation, visiting historical sites and 
meeting with other important US government 
organizations. We also recently hosted the mentors 
who have worked with our students at a strategic 
retreat in Nashville, TN. Our team is unified and 
excited about our goal of graduating 5,000 Hispanic 
Christian leaders to serve on the Mountain of 

CCPL AS CO-HOST OF LEGISLATIVE 
SUMMIT

https://www.ccpldc.org/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XZB6X_wiGkJpsERQn_P-JELoCN8R_LAT/view?usp=drive_link


T H A N K  Y O U  
F O R  H E L P I N G  
U S  S T E W A R D  

T H E  S E V E N  
M O U N T A I N  
M E S S A G E

CLICK HERE IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO GIVE 
A YEAR END DONATION.

https://restore7.org/2023-year-end

